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Abstract
Background: Mosses (Bryophyta) are sensitive indicators of environmental quality and play a key role in the nutrient cycle in boreal and arctic ecosystems (Turetsky et al., 2012).
However, their subtle morphology often makes species determinations challenging, even for specialists. To advance the identification of mosses a comprehensive and verified
reference DNA barcode reference library is required. As mosses were not a key group in driving selection of the standard DNA barcodes (rbcL, matK) for land plants (CBOL, 2009),
a search for a replacement marker was required (Liu et al., 2010; Stech and Quandt, 2010).
Results: The plastid-encoded trnL(UAA) intron, a widely-adopted marker for mosses due to its universality and high variability, is a promising second DNA barcode for mosses. We
tested sequence recovery and species resolution with rbcL and trnL(UAA) for 770 Canadian moss species, about three quarters of the Canadian flora. Samples of nearly 2000
specimens from the herbarium at the Canadian Museum of Nature (CANM) were analyzed at the Center for Biodiversity Genomics (CBG). Standard protocols recovered 94% of
the species for both markers. The complementary resolution power for rbcL and trnL(UAA), allowed the discrimination of all genera and about 60% of the species examined, with
some variation among orders (Sphagnales 32%, Splachnales 100%). Nearly 5% of the specimens were re-identified after reexaminations provoked by the barcode results. The
barcode data revealed 15 cases of deep intraspecific variation, suggesting the presence of cryptic species.
Significance: DNA barcoding will provide critical insight into the alpha and beta taxonomy of Canadian mosses and improve evaluation of both herbarium specimen
determinations and species variation. The current reference sequence library is ready for use in the identification of bulk moss samples gathered in ecological surveys, for eDNA
detection, ancient DNA and as a baseline resource for the molecular identification of Canadian mosses.
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